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“More”. 6. Then tap.Validator If you get an
ObjectDisposedException when accessing the
ValidationContext property, then you may be
running into this issue. The Problem As explained
here by Tim Erickson, the way to resolve this issue
is to make sure that you dispose your HtmlHelper
before you begin interacting with it. More
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specifically, the code in the previous example
should be rewritten as follows: The Solution The
code sample above will prevent the
ObjectDisposedException from occuring. But, this
code won't work in a complex form. Using a
namespace instead of code in a single class will be
impractical, especially if you want to create a
function that validates your form. The solution to
this issue is to extract the validation functionality
of your form to it's own class. This way, you can
keep your code in it's context.Timothy Goebel
Timothy Edward Goebel (born 4 July 1969) is a
retired American chess player. He was a member
of the gold medal–winning U.S. team at the 1996
Chess Olympiad. Early life Goebel was born July 4,
1969, in Denver, Colorado. His father was Paul
Goebel, Jr., who was an industrial geographer.
Goebel started playing chess at age seven, and in
third grade wrote his first chess column for The
Denver Post's newspaper. He says he invented the



shot where, as White, he gained the title's first
pawn of the game. Chess career Goebel won the
U.S. Junior Open Championship in 1979 and was
runner-up in the 1983 U.S. Junior Championship.
Goebel qualified for the Chess Olympiad in 1994,
with a win in the North American Zone
Championship. He finished joint-20th, with a score
of 6/18. He was on board 3 for the U.S. team that
took the gold medal in 1996.
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